TriangleSCI 2015
Highlights from the Triangle Scholarly Communication Institute in October 2015 - trianglesci.org

ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI

#TriangleSCI 2015 is starting soon. Preview here: trianglesci.org/2015/09/16/thi... Think, do, collaborate, cross-pollinate. Also, eat well and relax.

2 YEARS AGO

ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI

#TriangleSCI starts Sunday. Beautiful weather? ✓ Fine meals? ✓ Zotero library? ✓ Up next: setting up a Slack. Right @micalhvandegrift ?

2 YEARS AGO

About the Institute

With funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Scholarly Communication Institute (SCI) was hosted from 2003 through 2013 at the University of Virginia, and provided opportunities for leaders in scholarly disciplines, academic libraries, advanced technologies, and higher education administration to study, develop, and implement creative and innovative strategies to advance scholarly communication in the context...

PAOLO MANGIAFICO

2015 Scholarly Communication Institute

SCI 2015 will take place October 11-15, 2015, at the Rizzo Center in Chapel Hill, NC. This is the second year in North Carolina, following a stimulating SCI 2014 on the theme “Scholarship and the Crowd”. You can learn more about the 2014 SCI from its web site, from a Storify thread that collected photos...

PAOLO MANGIAFICO

Links for SCI 2015

Following are links to materials created by or for SCI 2015 team projects: Zotero library Slack This will be a growing list as SCI 2015 progresses.

PAOLO MANGIAFICO
This year’s #TriangleSCI theme: Validating and valuing digital scholarship trianglesci.org/2015-institute... pic.twitter.com/BVrc2x5FCv

ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI

Descriptions of the projects and teams coming to #TriangleSCI this year can be found here: trianglesci.org/category/teams...

Amanda S Gould
@stargould

Invaluable resource for what's coming next in #dh and #scholarlycommunication twitter.com/trianglesci/st...

ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI

#TriangleSCI starts today! Follow tweets by SCI2015 participants here: twitter.com/TriangleSCI/li... & other links here: trianglesci.org/2015-institute...
Made it to the beautiful Rizzo Center for @TriangleSCI! Looking forward to a great week. Even tho I'm a Blue Devil on enemy turf. 😞#trianglesci

In beautiful North Carolina for the next few days at @TriangleSCI. Excited to be here with brilliant people and good ideas. And BBQ.

#trianglesci A great welcome from Will Cross and @paoloman! pic.twitter.com/OdQCfaAYaS

DANIEL POWELL @DJP2025 - 2 YEARS AGO
#TriangleSCI Excellent dinner @TriangleSCI : pic.twitter.com/kCxC7cSPV4

DANIEL POWELL @DJP2025 · 2 YEARS AGO
@TriangleSCI kicking off with inspiring words from Lisa Croucher and conversation with friends old and new. pic.twitter.com/MKZcP7xmvz

@WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP - 2 YEARS AGO

@Educopia
@Educopia

Off to a great start! Pinching myself that I’m surrounded by such talent for the next 4 days... twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...

@ 2 YEARS AGO

@ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI

First dinner @RizzoCenter for #TriangleSCI included BBQ, fried chicken, collards, cornbread, pecan pie, & banana pudding. #welcometothesouth

@ 2 YEARS AGO
Now we actually have to do it. Shoot. #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/wTY52eCJ0t

@MICAH VANDEGRIFT @MICAHVANDEGRIFT · 2 YEARS AGO

@dip 2025 our fearless leader at #trianglesci yes, the game is on! pic.twitter.com/PAL3u6VG54

@DENE GRIGAR @DGRIGAR · 2 YEARS AGO
#trianglesci The first discussion of the day: the need for external conditions (creative retreat) for fostering personal productivity

@foundhistory discussing the value of "spaces apart" for creative retreat @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/8CMrMWf39Y
Video of a barn-raising: "what enthusiastic people can do in a day." We've got 5 days @TriangleSCI no pressure. pic.twitter.com/aA41QsUecZ

UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm

Collaboration = shared doing. Gotta work not just talk. #trianglesci

sarah potvin
@sp_meta

.@foundhistory opens #trianglesci with advice: treat this as a retreat, embrace serendipity, use the skills at the table, 'share the doing'

Educopia
@Educopia

"More important than consensus is shared doing" @foundhistory at the opening of SCI...@TriangleSCI trianglesci.org
Lucy Montgomery
@LucyMontgomery_

Excited to be at #trianglesci this week - figuring out usage data for #openaccess publications @CCAT_Curtin @KUnlatched

2 YEARS AGO

Aaron Mauro
@onthename

Thrilled to be @TriangleSCI representing @PSBehrend and @dhpsu with @EricTDye and @blj5123. Working on undergraduate research + publishing!

2 YEARS AGO

Zach Coble
coblez@coblezc

Happy to be at #trianglesci this week with lots of great people to discuss ‘validating and valuing dig. scholarship’ trianglesci.org

2 YEARS AGO

John Sherer
jsherer@jsherer

#trianglesci projects are going to be a goldmine this year for those interested in future of scholarly publishing. Lucky to be here.

2 YEARS AGO

Micah Vandegrift
micahvandegrift

so glad we have software developers, scientists, publishers and research/teaching faculty here @TriangleSCI. Getting out of the Lib bubble.

2 YEARS AGO

Samuel Moore
samooresamoore_

Super interesting projects being described in the #trianglesci introductions

2 YEARS AGO
@CameronNeylon

Really interesting group of ppl at #trianglesci I will either be tweeting a vast quantity of exciting stuff or way too engaged to be online

2 YEARS AGO

@sp_meta

blown away by the #trianglesci introductions: wide-ranging, curious, accomplished team members

2 YEARS AGO

@BridgetAlma

I am in awe of the people here. I love my job and can't believe I get to work with such amazing scholars #trianglesci

2 YEARS AGO

@SVMelton

Pretty confident that @dr_heil has the best twitter avatar at #trianglesci

2 YEARS AGO

@DHandLib

This week: Triangle Scholarly Communication Institute on 'Validating and Valuing Digital Scholarship' trianglesci.org/category/teams... #trianglesci

2 YEARS AGO

@tceles

First shout-out to the Collaborators' Bill of Rights @TriangleSCI mcrexpress.mediacommons.org/offthetracks/p...'-bill-of-rights/

2 YEARS AGO
Digging into assessment at the @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/Ay6T1xJr6m

@TCELES_B_HSUP · 2 YEARS AGO
Like the first leaves of fall, the first post-its of the @TriangleSCI have begun to appear.
pic.twitter.com/LsLVDhRMHQ

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · 2 YEARS AGO

Team TaDirize! @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/NEJiwWv7AH

MICAH VANDEGRIFT @MICAHVANDEGRIFT · 2 YEARS AGO
Will Cross
tceles_B_HSUP

"I don't want our conversations to stop after this week" - planting seeds @TriangleSCI that will grow over the months and years to come.

2 YEARS AGO

Excellent breakdown of excellence @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/XO0qpVAsF8

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP - 2 YEARS AGO
“Credit is not given, but taken.”
Empower the researcher

Words to live by from the TaDiRAH team @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/Ug7sBbRbky
WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · 2 YEARS AGO
Snack game is strong at @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/0AYOi35Yxi
#beardssofsci #theresmicah #trianglesci @djp2025 @onthename @dr_heil @CameronNeylon @onthename @koreybjackson pic.twitter.com/VSKrHv2u2u

SARAH POTVIN @SP META · 2 YEARS AGO

#trianglesci http://t.co/G7wdTcfkct
#trianglesci pic.twitter.com/G7wdTcfkct

ERIC DYE @ERICTDYE · 2 YEARS AGO

UNCScholComm @UNCScholComm
Take authorship off the table? Or give "everyone" credit? What do those approaches look like?
#trianglesci

2 YEARS AGO
Lunch time at #trianglesci - not a horrible way to tackle the big questions is #scholarlycommunication @KUnlatched pic.twitter.com/2hWLSNuPoz

LUCY MONTGOMERY @LUCYMONTGOMERY_ - 2 YEARS AGO

Samuel Moore
samoor@samooor_ 

Pretty sure our team is descending into a discussion of the non-qualities of non-quality
#trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
Pictures of pictures @TriangleSCI Great work documenting efforts from participants, inc. a professional photographer pic.twitter.com/PiZ3mJ1wl5

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
And a bit of mystery @TriangleSCI Can't wait to see what the Question of Quality team has put together. pic.twitter.com/MW31s1k8VH

Lucy Montgomery
@LucyMontgomery_

Next year's #beardsofsci #trianglesci #betterthanaconferencetshirt ;-) m.hammacher.com/Product/Default...
God Bless America. @JoshBolick @chealsy #scholcommbbqtour (at @ThePitBBDurham)
swarmapp.com/c/bgm5UGbe297 pic.twitter.com/7PHuUgWpW
@AprilHathcock and @coblezc celebrating the end of the first day of @TriangleSCI at @cocoacinnamon pic.twitter.com/0wxwZKLexG

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP ↑↑ @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

@Cassidy R. Sugimoto
csugimotosugimoto
great discussions with #trianglesci teams today on disciplinary differences in contributorship models @TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

http://t.co/jZfwpCrCk9
pic.twitter.com/jZfwpCrCk9

ERIC DYE @ERICTDYE ↑↑ @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
The day begins at #TriangleSCI in the new wing of the @RizzoCenter pic.twitter.com/mS3dJQ9kCM

Opening talk @TriangleSCI by @foundhistory - Notes for a retreat pic.twitter.com/Ehzfk9v8wB
Dinner with some of the #TriangleSCI gang @TylersDurham in Durham’s American Tobacco Campus @ATCDurham pic.twitter.com/mzDt3Z8naw
Walking around @ATCDurham with some of the #TriangleSCI gang after dinner
pic.twitter.com/e4ZRHJYQSV
Welcome to Durham #TriangleSCI Tomorrow night, we’re at @NatlHumanities
pic.twitter.com/wMRsIEOdWk

@SCHOLCOMM INSTITUTE @TRIANGLESCI - 2 YEARS AGO

sarah potvin
@sp_meta

#trianglesci day one: 15-hour marathon of conversation, with a stunningly accessible cast of scholcomm makers/theorists/stakeholders

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

CameronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

And now on to day two! GOing to be run ragged by Friday at this rate #whyamIawakesoeary twitter.com/sp_meta/status...
Participants in the 2015 Scholarly Communication Institute

• An Analytical Attribution Framework
  Christopher Blackwell, Ségoûne Tarte, Bridget Almas, Francesco Mambrini, Gabriel Weaver
• Author, Student, Programmer, Peer: Valuing Heterogeneous Teams in Networked Knowledge Production
  Daniel Powell, Eric Dye, Dene Grigar, Jacob Heil, Bridget Jenkins, Aaron Mauro, Sarah Potvin, Raymond G. Siemens
• Collecting and analyzing usage data for online scholarly publications
  Kevin S. Hawkins, Sarah V. Melton, Lucy Montgomery, Lisa Schiff, Rodrigo Costas
• Modeling contributorship with TaDiRAH
  J. Britt Holbrook, Cassidy R. Sugimoto, Micah Vandegrift, Zach Coble, April Hathcock, Korey Jackson
• The Qualities of Quality – Validating and justifying digital scholarship beyond traditional values frameworks
  Samuel Moore, Cameron Neylon, Martin Paul Eve, Daniel Paul O’Donnell, Jennifer Lin, Damian Pattinson

Worth following #trianglesci: Validating + valuing digital scholarship. Overview of projects: bit.ly/1Naayo2 pic.twitter.com/cESPDFwtx9

@LSEIMPACTBLOG · @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

#trianglesci http://t.co/F1Goxyi83A

#trianglesci pic.twitter.com/F1Goxyi83A

@ERICDYE · @ERICTDYE · @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
So many great ideas we're running out of white board space @TriangleSCI! Now onto the second wall . . . pic.twitter.com/Zrx329oxS

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP 13 @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@colez - "there is only one markdown, but many mark-ups." #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
@csugimoto @AprilHathcock and @coblezc digging into questions about modeling contribution @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/G2G87MpehJ

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
Beginning of day 2 at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/RI4uQWKMxG

“Collecting and analyzing usage data for online scholarly publications” team at work at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/vTjclxdPJv
Collecting & Analyzing Usage Data team (@SVMelton, @LucyMontgomery__, the back of @KevinSHawkins head) @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/GgD86blpf1

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP 1 @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
@KevinSHawkins kicking off first plenary discussion @TriangleSCI with a discussion of Usage Data team’s work so far. pic.twitter.com/0FVggYK936

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP 33@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

UNCscholComm @UNCscholComm

The perennial question: What is impact? #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

ScholComm Institute @TriangleSCI

Loving the multifaceted conversation we’re having in the first #TriangleSCI plenary discussion. Great to have many perspectives in the room.

2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar dgrigar@dgrigar

Day 2 @TriangleSCI talking now about collecting and analyzing usage data for online scholarly publications @dtcv @WSUVancouver @wsuVlib

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
Lunchtime arrives @TriangleSCI but raised hands & passionate points are flying. Rare commodity: discussion impervious to the call of food!

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

#trianglesci http://t.co/GjJpboODKM

#trianglesci pic.twitter.com/GjJpboODKM

ERIC DYE @ERICTDYE ‏@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

So much amazing digital culture work in my life this week. Thanks to @uncsil for preparing me to join this conversation.

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

First survey from the QoQ team goes out @TriangleSCI - developing instruments that will drive smart decision-making. pic.twitter.com/fU8ljYQoc7w

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP ‏@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
We're taking a break from our grant sprint to close computers and talk to one another @TriangleSCI. #trianglescience

Badges? Badges?! @TriangleSCI don't need no stinking badges! pic.twitter.com/nC3qPffdHu
Reconfiguring the space @TriangleSCI for the TaDIRAH team. pic.twitter.com/nbEA633Qwt

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP 13 @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Paul Jones
smalljonessmalljones

Looking forward to mtg with #trianglesci storify.com/paoloman/trian... at National Humanities Center nationalhumanitiescenter.org tonight @paoloman

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
@AprilHathcock leading a circled-up @TriangleSCI discussion about roles and outputs for scholarship pic.twitter.com/aePR9Fe3n1

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP  @TriangleSCI  - 2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar

Is applying taxonomies to our DH labor A Taylorist approach? Can it be a useful practice?
@TriangleSCI @dtcv

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Daniel Powell
djp2025

Really dig @DanielPaulOD idea to relocate the author byline down/back/out of the way to change credit practices. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

sarah potvin
@sp_meta

The #tadirize team is leading an invigorating convo abt contributorship, disciplinarity, attribution, the power of naming #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
#trianglesci: the end of authorship? I hope so.

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@sp_meta hey girl, i heard you were into the death of the author pic.twitter.com/cosJx5xwVp

SCARE-AH V MELTON @SVMELTON · @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

A 'young, naive scholar' offers up some observations abt digital project assessment for p&

#trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

'sThis is coming anyway,' so let’s commit to community-defined standards. Amen! #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Not attributing these tweet quotes to preserve anonymity (rather than deny credit!) #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
A reminder: not all work is evaluated in the context of promotion and tenure (?!)

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

So grateful for the invigorating #trianglesci discussion; now thinking abt #tadhirah + ways of
talking abt our work github.com/dhtaxonomy/TaD...

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Welcome to North Carolina, #trianglesci / @TriangleSCI friends! I've enjoyed following the
hashtag & look forward to meeting IRL.

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

@TriangleSCI gathering at the National Humanities Center. pic.twitter.com/siNOHVu9ue

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP 13 @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
At the National Humanities Center for #trianglesci Great space, great people!
pic.twitter.com/gWQ5UiGA6c

Daniel Powell @djp2025
#trianglesci Don Waters noting the importance of Mellon to the crucial support of OCLC -- basic knowledge infrastructure for academics.

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
Dream achieved at the Hunt Library pic.twitter.com/n6Yn0JTumY

SCARE-AH V MELTON @SVMELTON  @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
Evening tour of @ncslibraries with Robert the book-fetchin' robot #trianglesci
pic.twitter.com/OgCenr7fGr

ZACH COBLE @COBLEZC ↑️ @TriangleSCI • 2 YEARS AGO
Listening to Wikipedia at #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/n60eTKD6PO

SCARE-AH V MELTON @SMELTON ⏳ @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

It's official: @tceles_B_hsup and @beastlibrarian have the coolest li-bery ever. #trianglesci #libraryland pic.twitter.com/MsUppz3OQf

APRIL HATHCOCK @APRILHATHCOCK ⏳ @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
“Plenary” discussion with all #TriangleSCI teams in the afternoon. pic.twitter.com/tlGp4VjBd0

#TriangleSCI reception with @NatlHumanities and other friends from @NCCU @NCState @UNC and @DukeU pic.twitter.com/7mLTxRIEDk
Inspiring talk by @djw0952 at the #TriangleSCI reception @NatlHumanities
pic.twitter.com/xYMUBN0vaa

SCHOLCOMM INSTITUTE @TRIANGLESCI - 2 YEARS AGO
A million thanks to @hmwalts @tceles_B hsup for the field trip to the incredible @ncsulibraries pic.twitter.com/wAlHsKDb8c

@SARAH POTVIN SP META @TriangleSCI - - 2 YEARS AGO

Some stranger moments from the @ncsulibraries tour: 1,000s of error messages, infrared selfie, 3D DHers trianglesci pic.twitter.com/sd3SFBHlpT

@ZACH COBLE @COBLEZC @TriangleSCI - - 2 YEARS AGO
New model for #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/OG6dQAIuVd

DANIEL POWELL @DJP2025 13 @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Currently trying to figure out an animal mascot for our proposal #priorities #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
Mapping publishers as consumers of data @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/qvld550R6e

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP 13 @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
The calm before the storm. @TriangleSCI gearing up for our third plenary session. pic.twitter.com/6rWpY5oYs8

@WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

J Britt Holbrook @jbrittholbrook

Love working with my team @TriangleSCI: @AprilHathcock @coblezc @koreybjackson @micahvandegrift $ @csugimoto! #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

J Britt Holbrook @jbrittholbrook

@SVMelton I was an anonymous cormorant when my team @TriangleSCI was working on a Google Doc. Someone else was an anonymous capybara.

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

#trianglesci http://t.co/sZHpwijzQm

#trianglesci pic.twitter.com/sZHpwijzQm

@ERIC DYE @ERICDTYE @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
J Britt Holbrook
@jbrittholbrook
#trianglisci twitter.com/SVMelton/statu...
@BridgetAlmas introducing AAF team’s analysis of text reuse @TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/47Zly9S4Hn

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP 🌇 @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
Segolene Tarte asking @TriangleSCI to think about citation and credit in light of the AAF framework.

pic.twitter.com/g7dZwEMbSg

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · 2 YEARS AGO

Addressing bibliographic phantoms through human and machine-managed data. AAF team as @TriangleSCI’s resident Ghostbusters? #whoyagonnacall

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
@AprilHathcock brings up legal world’s highly structured system of citation, controlled vocab, and infrastructure. pic.twitter.com/NOYYWM0bLM

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP подоб @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar

I want to tweet something from this session but the dialogue is moving too fast to capture
#trianglesci @dtcv

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar

Okay, the discussion has shifted to issues related to the gamification of scholarship @dtcv

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

sarah potvin
@sp_meta

@BridgetAlmas just brought up this beautiful portfolio spec: github.com/fbaumgardt/epo...
#trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
Getting a PhD is a hell of an RPG quest. #trianglesci
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@martin_eve asks: "How do we behave in spaces where the game is unwinnable and unending? discussing #scholcom and #gaming at #trianglesci
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

re:legal info @TriangleSCI"Official copy of New York's administrative code costs $2598.98 (on sale from $3248.73!) legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.com/law-products/S...
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@sglassmeyer who is doing amazing work on access to legal info at Berkman right now: cyber.law.harvard.edu/people/sglassm...
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

.@CameronNeylon asks us to disambiguate citations as credit and citations as chains of evidence #trianglesci
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

.@gplord + @dhinitiative made #DHQuest; not quite what we're talking abt at #trianglesci but interesting nonetheless dhquest.com
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
**Jacob Heil**

#DHQuest (re: last tweet) is about building a center, resources, collaborators, partners... #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

**Dene Grigar**

The Quality of Qualities is up next, re: "the language of Excellence seems innocuous but is problematic" #trianglesci @dtcv

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

**Samuel Moore**

'Reward systems are bad.' Sounds like our work here is done. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@DanielPaulOD from QoQ team discussing the problems with "excellence" as a term @TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/Q4nxTOpjWy

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP ‏ @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
@sp_meta #trianglesci thanks! very much a WIP - feedback welcome! (+ shout out to my @PerseidsProject colleague F. Baumgardt for this work)

Yep. That seems about right. #trianglesci #entangledPower pic.twitter.com/9QB6Gao4I
Quality of Qualities team - another awesome research project at #trianglesci
pic.twitter.com/UYfQRpPAyQ

@LUCY_MONTGOMERY @LUCYMONTGOMERY · @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

J Britt Holbrook
@jbrittholbrook
Focus on 'excellence' harmful to science. Should instead focus on 'sound' research (connected with research capacity). #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

J Britt Holbrook
@jbrittholbrook
Distinction between 'sound' and 'excellent' science has different philosophies of science underlying it. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar

"Every generation experiences information overload." I wonder about a world where this is not true #trianglesci @dtc

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
I got the best seat for lunch. @TriangleSCI #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/SzEMP2kIDc
Team TaDirize! @TriangleSCI #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/aZ4aFPjOCs

MICAH VANDEGRIFT @MICAHVANDEGRIFT @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Final team time discussions @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/dWpNWNza VX

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
Analytical Attribution Framework team leading a discussion at #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/wOVKyn7wW
Analytical Attribution Framework team leading a discussion at #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/TfV6OMzaqg

SCHOLCOMM INSTITUTE @TRIANGLESCE - 2 YEARS AGO
Qualities of Quality team leading a discussion at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/cxVYYVW02u

@ontheme

We built a site to host our round table discussion today: personal.psu.edu/amm81/sci/#trianglesci
ASPP team setting up the final plenary session @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/rQJx9Om1pl

The game is on #no trianglesci.twitter.com/7rZaeSW1N3
Networked Knowledge looks at new ways collaboration occurs when producing DH projects #nk #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

@sp_meta

@djp2025 describes 'sprawling' groups that come together to produce new knowledge in the form of digital projects #trianglesci #nk

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Students working with @on the name talk about their collaborative project #trianglesci @dtcv pic.twitter.com/PIRYlzOU3B

DENE GRIGAR @DGRIGAR ‏@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

@sp_meta

@blj5123 talking about the 12th St Project; her inquiry led from institutional archives to those held by community members #nk #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
@blj5123 recounting her experience with local history & community ties as digital scholarly praxis. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Love that @blj5123’s process led to the discovery of a community archive #nk #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@EricTDye discussing his multimedia work in Erie around the railroad industry & GE; undertaken as undergraduate dig scholarship #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar

It's great to see undergraduates doing meaningful research in the community. The 12th Street Project is inspiring. #nk #trianglesci @drcv

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

scare-ah v melton
SVMelton@SVMelton

We’re thinking a lot abt training/mentoring/labor at @EmoryCDS & piloting a (paid) internship program digitalscholarship.emory.edu/about/internsh... #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@sarah potvin
@sp-meta

@BridgetAlmas: DH as uniquely positioned to prepare students for the workplace (and not just graduate school) #nk #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
@bridgetj12 and @EricTDye taking control of their research: working "as role models, not guinea pigs" @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/GSUZ0nwu8Y

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP  @TriangleSCI  2 YEARS AGO

Bridget Almas

Really interesting to think about the question of how to be deliberate about collaboration. personal.psu.edu/amm81/sci/ @TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI  2 YEARS AGO
Higher ed can be a cynical space, but it's wonderfully hard to be cynical surrounded by the thoughtfulness & care of folks @ #trianglesci.

This is an awesome model for mentorship...and for involving students (& student labor) in project development twitter.com/SVMelton/statu...

Also love @onthename thinking of himself as providing a canvas while the students stand up the various poles, give structures #trianglesci
@dgrigar @jbrittholbrook @dtcv I like "engaged collaboration." The ideas and motivation reminds me of "engaged pedagogy."

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Hm. Thinking. A lot of this stuff when done by scholars, it’s #dh; but when done by libraries/librns, it’s just regular ol' #colldev.

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Our Networked Knowledge team @TriangleSCI @dtcv #nk pic.twitter.com/nOeLJpurV9

@DGRIGAR @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Finally decided how to take credit 4 my work @TriangleSCI: TRISCI TaDiRize Team Curator and Community Builder. Adding to CV. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
Shout out to the great team at #trianglesci ! @onthename @blj5123 @EricTDye @dr_heil @dgrigar @sp_meta You're a helluva crew. :

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

#trianglesci @UNC #unc http://t.co/lyeydxbO3

#trianglesci @UNC #unc pic.twitter.com/lyeydxbO3

ERIC DYE @ERICTDYE · @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

#trianglesci #souvenir pic.twitter.com/KLBBN93Ud8

JACOB HEIL @DR_HEIL · @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

scare-ah v melton

SVMelton@SVMelton

@dr_heil oh no you squished unc

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
@TriangleSCI celebrating our last full day with wine and conversation at Glass Half Full in Carrboro. pic.twitter.com/EtuDNZjRXb

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP • @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

jacob heil
dr_heil @dr_heil

@dgrigar @djp2025 @onthename @blj5123 @EricTDye @sp_meta So v. honored to get to think and write and collaborate (!) with this bunch.

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Carol Hunter
crhunter@c rhunter

Looking forward to the reporting-out session this morning @TriangleSCI - "so what" and "what's next".

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
One last early-morning team time before reporting out @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/Nlx3OIDAYJ

@WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @ TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@csugimoto with some surprise birthday balloons @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/khCTRQkb8d

@WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @ TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
@koreybjackson reporting out from the TaDiRAH group @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/6xpFTINfvf

Will Cross
tceles_B_HSUP_B_hsup

"Too often, 'complete' means 'out of date'" @koreybjackson on the challenges of finishing and unfinished projects @TriangleSCI

ScholComm Institute

@TriangleSCI

Recurring theme at #TriangleSCI - empowering researchers to tell stories about their work.

2 YEARS AGO
In the spirit of work @TriangleSCI, entire Networked Knowledge team presenting together. pic.twitter.com/o7Pfcj7VU8

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

John Sherer
jesherer@jesherer

Could be a good overarching theme for 2016 #triangleSCI twitter.com/TriangleSCI/st...
@KaurKuwahara asks @TriangleSCI 'who is the 'we' here?' Not bestowing wisdom from academy, building community collab pic.twitter.com/tEbfqRTfJO

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

jacob heil
dr_heil @dr_heil

Moments like these, conversations like this, remind of why I do what I do. Discussing community, student involvement. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
The Scholarly Communication Data Trust (code name Project Meerkat) on deck #trianglescipic.twitter.com/WLHDLqsw0U

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar

Dare I say that I had fun? @dtcv @WSUVancouver @TriangleSCI twitter.com/sp_meta/status...

CameronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

"Scholarly Communications Data Trust" suggested at #trianglesc Our Priciples for Open Infrastructures may help: cameronneylon.net/blog/principle...

sarah potvin
@sp_meta

@dgrigar @onthename @dr_heil @EricTDye @djp2025 @blj5123 so.much.fun. I learned a lot from this group #bunsandbeards #trianglesc
@KevinSHawkins reporting out from the Usage Data team @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/ZNLzlo6IYL

@TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

CameronNeylon
@CameronNeylon

#trianglesci Actually this report from a workshop last year is also pretty relevant to shared data infrastructures - docs.google.com/document/d/19D...

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Cassidy R. Sugimoto
@csugimoto

more discussion on the difference between attention and impact at #trianglesci exchanges.wiley.com/blog/2015/06/2...

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
Katherine Skinner discussing work at the boundaries @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/MifLlh3pul

Re. our #trianglesci discussion on gamification, I wrote this after last year's event martineve.com/2014/11/12/uni...

Another recurring theme at #TriangleSCI - the importance of keeping ethics at the forefront of every new tech/scholcomm development

Here's the announcement about UP-Scope for #triangleSCI aaupnet.org/news-a-publica...
@jesherer "Nobody has dom market share in schol monographs b/c nobody wants it" Find opportunities! @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/8RzEoT7gnb

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

team presentation at #trianglesci http://t.co/mSGaL4139t

team presentation at #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/mSGaL4139t

ERIC DYE @ERICTDYE · @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
@CWBlackwell reporting out from Analytical Attribution Framework team @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/Z9TER25zCD

@LucyMontgomery
@LucyMontgomery_

@SVMelton amazing design work for Team Analyzing Usage Data at #trianglesci twitter.com/SVMelton/status...
@CWBlackwell explaining the structure & gloss of the Homer Multitext, process of electronic editing #tringlesci pic.twitter.com/y73bv2UMUh

SARAH POTVIN @SP META ‏@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Carol Hunter

Difference between data and metadata - 1000 years #triangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
@BridgetAlmas discussing the value of preserving not just data but also role of participants in the process. pic.twitter.com/sOSxRT0s2v

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP .toJSON @TriangleSCI  ·  2 YEARS AGO

sarah potvin
@sp_meta

Assertions as microattributions, metadata as data, ancient texts and modern parallels 😞
#trianglesci

@TriangleSCI  ·  2 YEARS AGO

sarah potvin
@sp_meta

@LucyMontgomery_ @SVMelton amazing design of your usage data governance structures, too: well-designed all around (meerkats for everyone)!

@TriangleSCI  ·  2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar

"Making knowledge traceable"--the topic under discussion now @TriangleSCI @dtcv @WSUVancouver

@TriangleSCI  ·  2 YEARS AGO
S. Tarte speaks to possibility of tracing knowledge, witnessing & addressing erosion problems in transmitting assertions & works #trianglesci

Segolene Tarte discussing outcomes of the Analytical Attribution Framework team’s work @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/vQnkpt0GzN
Team Usage Data presentation #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/AeoW0DNPue

@LUCY_MONTGOMERY LUCY_MONTGOMERY @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

sarah potvin
@sp_meta

The gamification of digital scholarship reaches maturity with the awarding of badgers #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
Challenges of boundaries and uneven distribution across usage data landscape #trianglesci
pic.twitter.com/OS2wXFSkqU

@sp_meta #trianglesci Great work, everyone! pic.twitter.com/gjZLNxhfmA

@KOREYBJACKSON @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
@dgrigar @koreybjackson @sp_meta I love everything in this stream. A++
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Eric Dye
EricTDye@EricTDye
#triangleSCI has entered the matrix
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Samuel Moore
samoor@samoore_
Sounds like the red pill/blue pill metaphor made the final edit. twitter.com/EricTDye/status...
@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

@CameronNeylon reporting out from the QoQ team strikes a Matrix-influenced tone. Take the green pill @TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/z907SfKZoK
WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
The language of 'excellence' used in assessment is not just empty, it is actually toxic. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

@martin_eve need 'rhetoric of abundance' for scholarly work, shift away from socioeconomic lang of scarcity, walls, excellence #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Our main take-home message, imho: the damaging effects of internalising the rhetoric around excellence #trianglesci twitter.com/LucyMontgomery...

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

@TriangleSCI Language of excellence is toxic. Harder to shr results, reinforces pwr structure, not a source of qual. pic.twitter.com/Ja1md2tfaN

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP ‏@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
What is needed is a new rhetoric: one of abundance, soundness and truth. A better understanding of diversity of group cultures. #trianglesci

@martin_eve talks HARKing (Hypothesis After Research Known) as productive liberation of rote research #trianglesci pic.twitter.com/8TdJCppExK

@KOREY JACKSON @KOREYBJACKSON @TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

"HARKing"...Hypothesis After Results Known...brilliant #trianglesci @CameronNeylon @martin_eve @DanielPaulOD @samoore_ @damianpattinson

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Sorry, that last tweet included a residual badger--not purposeful...though perhaps still appropriate? #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
@koreybjackson Not sure the favorite button can reflect how much I love this tweet. #residualbadger

@koreybjackson I just assumed every tweet would have a badger from now on. #trianglesci

@koreybjackson let us embrace a culture of abundance around badgers

Mentioned in our discussion: llc.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/... @TriangleSCI @dtcv

@djp2025 Best practices for social media: liberal badgering #trianglesci

Can there be an "excellent" failure? @TriangleSCI @dtcv I'd say, yes.

'excellence' as barrier to difference & diversity, breeding ground for impostor syndrome #trianglesci
Lucy Montgomery
@LucyMontgomery_
The beginning of a meme? #trianglesci twitter.com/sp_meta/status...

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar
@TriangleSCI functions as a "platform" for knowledge making these few days @dtcv

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Jacob Heil
dr_heil@dr_heil
This #trianglesci conversation w @DanielPaulOD abt privilege, recognition, and “excellence” really resonates w/ me... 1/2

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Jacob Heil
dr_heil@dr_heil
2/2 ...Challenging the rhetoric of peer review is a social obligation, not just professionally expedient. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Cameron Neylon
@CameronNeylon
For #trianglesci folks. Do come to #FORCE2016 meeting in April next year force11.org/meetings/force...

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO

Dene Grigar
dgrigar@dgrigar
How did I describe @TriangleSCI ? Sheepishly . . . a week long think tank @dtcv

@TriangleSCI - 2 YEARS AGO
Daniel Powell
@djp2025
@dgrigar @TriangleSCI @dtcv Indeed! A tremendously unique type of event in #digitalhumanities and scholarly communication.

Paolo Mangiafico
paolom@paoloman
Thrilled to have been able to engage deeply with such a smart & wonderful bunch this week at #TriangleSCI It was a lot of fun too.

Paolo Mangiafico
paolom@paoloman
The #TriangleSCI & @TriangleSCI streams give a good sense of what was going on in the room, so check them out. Fun backchannel humor too.

J Britt Holbrook
@jbrittholbrook
@csugimoto @foundhistory @koreybjackson @micahvanegrift @coblezc @AprilHathcock
Thanks, Cassidy & team! Thanks, Tom & Paolo! @TriangleSCI

Paolo Mangiafico
paolom@paoloman
Some memes from the week: #beardsofsci meerkats badgers @RizzoCenter food Did I forget any? #TriangleSCI

Daniel Powell
@djp2025
@paoloman @RizzoCenter Our team decided that #bunsandbeards was a good one. :)
#trianglesci
Samuel Moore
@paoloman Thanks again, Paolo! It was an amazing experience.
@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

sarah potvin
@sp_meta
Eased transition out of #trianglesci: airport lunch w/@AprilHatcock @dr_heil @micahvanegrit @martin_eve @damianpattinson. Thanks, y'all!
@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

sarah potvin
@sp_meta
Such a privilege to spend the week at #trianglesci, many thanks to Mellon @paoloman @tceles_B_hsup @hmwals @ksmith4906 @foundhistory
@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

Basking in the afterglow of #trianglesci. Time to head home with all this brilliance I've soaked in during the week! pic.twitter.com/QK20SaFHM4
APRIL HATHCOCK @APRILHATHCOCK ⬬ @TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO
CameronNeylon
@CameronNeylon
Heading home from #TriangleSCI Utterly drained from four days of non-stop thinking with an amazing group of people

@TriangleSCI · 2 YEARS AGO

ScholComm Institute
@TriangleSCI
Thanks everybody for a great #TriangleSCI 2015! Looking forward to continued friendships and successful projects that were nurtured here.

2 YEARS AGO